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This full-color dissection guide is intended for students taking Mammalian Anatomy, Comparative

Anatomy, General Biology, or Anatomy & Physiology courses and contains 175 photographs plus

many full-color illustrations. The combination of a good anatomy text, clear discussions of dissection

techniques, and well-executed photographs and illustrations makes this a definitive book in biology

curricula. 3-hole drilled.
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I ordered this book as a supplement to my required books for my anatomy class in a veterinary

technology program. It was extremely helpful, and I would definitely order this again! The detailed

pictures and descriptions help to lay things out so they make sense, and it helped a lot both in lab

and with studying. Definitely recommend this for any animal science students!

The pictures are very detailed. The one thing I did not like is that it relates or calls certain muscles

by human medical terms. i am a vet tech student (soon to be vet student) and I wish it had just

focused on the terms I would use versus a student going into the nursing/human medical route.

This book comes in separate sheets (three hole punch), so be prepared with a notebook binder or

to take the item to a store and have it professionally spiral bound (cheap cost). Great cat anatomy

book with detailed photos.



This is a good beginning mammalian guide for students, although the pictures could use clarity, as

at times you cannot distinguish what part of the cat you are viewing in the text. Some of the shots

are up close with no orientation map, in other words for the inexperienced student, the picture may

be of shoulder muscle mass, but the student cannot tell whether it is left or right, or possibly a hip for

that matter, as the shots are close up and do not have any orientation to them. I was able to find

better photography online, making this text not worth the money photographically speaking.

However, for the beginning anatomy student, the text combined with a decent professor is useful.

This is my second semester using this book for my anatomy dissection lab. Last semester we did

system parts, this semester we have been dissecting cats. I find this book to be helpful and

informative but like another poster said, sometimes it's difficult to understand what you are looking

at in the images. I am not horribly fond of the loose leaf style either but I cant imagine it would be

fun to try and get a paperback or hardcover version to stay open on the table next to my dissection

tray.

The pictures helped a great deal when being used for the lab portion of the class. It was just a lot of

flipping through the book to find pictures of the muscles. Labeling could have been a bit better, but

overall great book

Through the years, I have bought hundreds of things on  (loyal customer) and never had a problem.

Key word there is BOUGHT. Since I'm a poor college student, I always rent my textbooks for

science classes since they are so expensive. I saw  was now doing this service and thought for God

knows what reason that I would try renting a book through them instead of Chegg as I normally do.

WHAT A MISTAKE!!!!! They sent me a used book which is totally fine (I get them from Chegg too)

and charged me $31.96. I put the loose leaf "book" in a binder and looked at it twice (once to put it

in the binder and once to take it out). Never marked in it since my class never ended up using it. I

sent it back on time only to get a reply saying that it wasn't accepted because PAGES WERE

DAMAGED! ARE YOU KIDDING ME? I NEVER USED IT so How is it that the pages are damaged

? I sent it in the same condition you sent it to me. Then (here is the real kicker), they charged me an

additional $34.94 at my expense. So now I've paid $66.90 for a book that on this same site is only

worth $36.68 TO BUY! UN-FREAKING- BELIEVABLE !!!!! Shame on you and at Christmas too.

Chegg has never treated me this way and neither has the university bookstore from whom I've



rented probably 50+ books from. I will definitely tell all of my college friends never to rent from you

guys because you don't honor your own commitments.

This book was advertised as a paperback but is really a loose leaf. It was also in terrible condition

when I received it. OVERPRICED
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